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The Common Origins of Perception and Action: A Process Perspective
-Avraham Schweiger


"When perception is considered as an act of construction, the distinction between perception and action becomes the difference between 'internal' and observed behavior. ... when considering the process of perception from the perspective of the nervous system, not from that of the outside observer, there is essentially no difference between perception and action." (103)

"Reflection on the motor action of muscles teaches us that muscular activity involves perception in every stage.  And just as action is a process (the word 'action' implies movement and change of some sort), so is perception, and so are their continuous products: objects." (103)

"For organisms with 'primitive' nervous systems, perception and action are not separable.  The very act of identifying an object of interest (food, enemy, or a mate) is bound up with the appropriate action (e.g., consummatory behavior, approach/avoidance). ... Thus ethologists and behaviorists speak of certain meaningful objects as 'triggering' or releasing behaviors.  But this triggering can be seen as only a convenient–if arbitrary–way of separating a continuum into seemingly separate temporal units from the perspective of an outside observer.  From the perspective of the organism there is no such distinction." (105)

"In this sense, an object is the exteriorized interactions with the environment and the accommodative changes in the nervous tissue wchih the organism has undergone.  Furthermore, the more complex the nervous system, the more opportunity exists for articulating the environment into finer and finer distinctions, i.e., objects (cf. Maturana & Varela, 1987)" (106)

"when the motor response is subjected to modulating influences from the central nervous system, there is an opportunity for prior experience to intervene.  This intervention, typically in the form of inhibiting an immediate response, allows for 'cognition' to step in between activation of the receptor and of the motor system.  Such inhibition constitutes, essentially, the temporal division into sensory and motor aspects, which in organisms with complex nervous system can be separated by a wide temporal gap." (108)

saccadic eye movements

"On the contrary, if an image is artificially stabilized on the retina, such that the image falls on the same receptors (for example when eye movements are prevented relative to the object), the image readily disappears.  The latter observation is seen in all sense modalities (referred to as habituation or sensory adaption) and has been known for a long time.  However, a theory of perception which assumes that perceiving the world is 'processing information from the objective environment,' cannot adequately explain these phenomena.  Solidity and constancy are not, then, inherent to objects.  They are properties emerging from the ontogeny of the perceiving organism, constructed over time into abstract schemata, and into which present processes are assimilated.  The result is the experience of stable objects." (110)

Psychology Moves Toward Whitehead
-John Pickering

"When modern psychology emerged in the latter part of the nineteenth century, natural science provided both its ontological framework and a methodological ideal.  Wundt, Fechner, James and other founding figures also envisaged that the new discipline would extend this ideal  by the use of phenomenological methods.  But with the turn to positivism in the early twentieth century, first behaviorism and most recently Cognitivism came to dominate the discipline.  Cognitivism was founded onthe assumption taht the activity in a nervous system is a form of information processing similar to, and even identical to that carried out by a computer." (137)

"For most non-psychologists of course, to propose that feelings are the essence of mental life is little more than common experience." (140)

"The dynamic systems approach, which is also known as the theory of embodied cognition, is another critical response to the claim that nervous system activity can be expressed in a universal computational formalism.  The objection is that such activity cannot be independent of the system in which it is expressed.  Instead the nervous system is taken to be engaged in a unique, cyclic process of adjustment to the flow of action in which organisms participate.  Since different organisms have fundamentally different morphologies and act in fundamentally different ways, this flow will be accordingly very different.  Rather than treating nervous systems as if they performed essentially similar, and hence formalizable operations, the dynamic approach treats them as vehicles for unique patterns of activity." (142)

Metaphysics

"In any case, modern psychology, in common with most of science, claims to avoid metaphysics.  Most contemporary psychologists would probably find Whitehead too speculative to be of practical relevance.  But metaphysics is unavoidable, as noted by the biologist Conrad Waddington and the physicist David Bohm.  Both, acknowledging a debt to Whitehead, independently recognized that even scientists who denied making metaphysical assumptions did just that in the course of conventional scientific inquiry.  Moreover, they both noted that these implicit assumptions were the more significant just because they were denied.  Since they precondition what scientists think they are 'discovering' in reality it is vital to be aware of them." (144)

information processing and 'Naive Seriality' (Neisser) (144)

"The mechanistic implications of such diagrams had empirical consequences.  For example, there is little purpose in trying to show that early stages of sensory processing could be directly influenced later ones or by stored information, since the naive seriality of the diagrams ruled it out.  In fact, in time, such influences have been found.  Neuroanatomical evidence too is subject to selective emphasis.  For example, most textbooks stress how neurons in the major sensory tracts transmit neural activity to the brain, and indeed they do.  But fewer textbooks also note that a proportion of the neurons transmit activity in the opposite directions.  Some attention has bee paid to this activity from time to time, although what role it plays is not clear.  What is clear is that were the early information processing diagrams to be taken as literal guides to neural activity, the role of these centrifugal neurons might remain unexamined." (145)
	"The early diagrams then were symptomatic of a reductive view of mental life.  One might ask, what in everyday experience appeared to correspond to them?" (145)

A Psychology for the Ecosystem
- Liliana Albertazzi

"In particular, the importance given by Whitehead to the structure of perception, and to the concept of feeling as a vectorial field of energy and information transmission, are further grounds for reintroducing certain of Gestalt's original concepts into contemporary research, and for adopting a connectionist approach to information processing and modelling." (275)

"More generally, Whitehead's metaphysics re-establish the relationship between philosophy and cognitive processes long obscured by the hostility in its regard by behaviorism and analytic philosophy during the twentieth century." (275)

"Yet intentionalist theories were unable to found their assumptions ecologically, and so they left the field open to another form of reductionism opposed to computational mentalism: the reduction of cognitive processes to mechanisms of the brain, a position variously articulated into forms of dualism or elimitnativism." (278)  [searle, chomsky, lakoff, etc]

ecological approach
"The assumptions of Whitehead's philosophy that sustain an ecological approach to mental phenomena can be summarized as follows:

1 ... Contrary to the classical idea of substance, Whitehead proposes a metaphysics of events (which he also calls occasions or actual entities) considered to be intrinsically interrelated.  As a consequence, nature acquires permanence and is viewed as total event-relation of which the perceiver is part as an observer within the system.  In nature as the total ecosystem, perception of the here and now is of fundamental importance because, rather than being the more or less veridical encounter of contraposed and separate entities (perceiver/perceived, subject/object), it constitutes the relation itself of events in the strict sense."
	"Since what for Whitehead is effectively real in the metaphysical sense is the relational complex of events grasped in perception, the theory of perception and the mind's relation with the organism, body and surrounding environment become essential for explanation of ontological structures. " (280) !!!!!!***!!!

2. Aristotelian concept of substance is conceived in essentially logical-linguistic terms (subject/predicate)
"Postulating a mind that follows the procedural rules of a Fodorian classical language is therefore, according to Whitehead, unthinkable and incorrect, because language is wholly indeterminate: every event presupposes a certain type of environment and a specific context.  Equally incorrect is consideration of the mind on the bosis of its mere representational and informational aspect, independently of its material basis, and in particular independently of the body and the environment, which is its principle source of information." (280)

3.  "The theory of the dependence  relations among events underpins three basic concepts in Whitehead's metaphysics: prehension, concrescence, feeling.
	The concept of prehension expresses the relation of an event to the world prior to it ('actual world').  Prehensions are prior to any form of individual consciousness.  Prehension reproduces features of actual entities, exhibiting their most concrete elements (colours, sounds, etc.).  In their reference to the outside world, prehensions are vector feelings, in the sense that they involve emotions, evaluations and causation (as subjective forms).
	Concrescence is the process of becoming undergone by every actual entity; it produces constantly new relational nexuses among entities (i.e., novel togetherness).
	By feeling Whitehead means both phenomenal sensing (positive prehensions) and a primitive emotion of contact with reality (as subjective form), which precedes every further form of representation and, especially, every form of representational consciousness.  Feeling unifies (281) the multiplicity of data in prehensions, and as such it is the fundamental basis of common sense.
	Moreover, sensing, as the fundamental biological basis, is vectorally constituative of the mutual embeddedness of different spaces–physical, biological and mental–which intrinsically originate in each other.
	An actual event genetically originates from a set of events (called societies) structured hierarchically and which comprise the body, the ecological environment, the nervous system, the neurones of the brain, and so on.  The enduring objects that arise from a succession of events interconnected in a duration consequently manifest a non-linear and non-sequential temporality given in some sort of extended and divisible whole which exhibits its parts in succession and internally to each other in a particular pattern.
	Once again, the concepts of space and time dominant in the contemporary cognitive sciences would be unacceptable to Whitehead because they refer to a static, sequential extremely limited domain of entities (individuals or propositional states)" (281)

"... although the from the physical view causal events occur independently of each other, from the point of view of prehensions (i.e., the relation of events to the world), perception constitutes the outside world as a continuum, in its potential for extensive division and not in its atomicity." (282)

"The seeing of actual objects (tables, chairs, trees, etc.) is therefore due, according to Whitehead, to the sense data (colours, shapes) which spatially objectify a nexus of relations which in fact comes about genetically in the immediate past." (282)

"In other words, there is an inner format to the actual presentational processes rooted in previous physiological states which ensures the persistence of events, and which enables the objectification of experience according to geometric perspectives.  Hence, sense data (colours) perform the role of eternal objects by meansof which certain past entities (physiological states) are objectified and enter the prehension of the present world." (282)

"Whitehead's sense data, in fact, have nothing to do with the qualia of the mind of intentionalist theories: it is not that we perceive relations, rather it is perception itself that is a relational event.  It was these considerations that prompted Whitehead's already-mentioned assertion that what is real in the metaphysical sense is the relational complex of events grasped in perception." (282)

"With its complex architecture, therefore, Whitehead's philosophy of the organism seems at least prima facie to be a philosophical theory able to encompass the claims put forward by diverse sectors of contemporary cognitive science, by the neuroscientific approach, and by the  conciental approach to the theory of representation.  And it seems to be able to do so with no form of reductionism to a specific level of reality, or to any specific epistemological point of view.  The phased structure of actual perception, moreover, is a possible turning-point inthe contraposition between mnestic and ecological theory of representation.  This is because if one asserts the foundationality of the enviroment andthe organism, the presence of the perceiver as an observer within the system entails taht perception is essentially a form of interpretation." (283"

"Finally, the importance given to the structure of perception, and to the concept of feeling as a vectorial field of energy and information transmission, are further grounds for reintroducing certain of Gestalt's original concepts into contemporary research..." (283"
